activity book for children

Christopher Clark
Draw a big apple. Draw a little cat.


big apple  little cat  happy boy  sad girl
It is big. It is little.

They are sad. They are happy.

It is big. It is little.

It is happy. It is sad.

They are happy. They are sad.

They are big. They are little.

It is sad. It is happy.

It is little. It is big.
Color the four green.
Color the six red.
Color the one pink.
Color the eight yellow.
Color the five orange.
Color the three blue.
Color the seven red and yellow.
Color the two blue and orange.
How many sad fish?  
How many happy monkeys?  
How many old goats?  
How many happy fish?  
How many cold cats?  
How many angry ants?  

Color the fish orange.  
Color the ants and the cats yellow.  
Color the monkeys and the goat red.
He is sad. It is happy. She is angry.

It is sad. He is angry. She is happy.

She is sad. He is happy.
It is new.

She is old.

She is old.

It is new.

It is new.

It is new.

It is old.

It is old.

He is old.

She is angry.

She is angry.

He is angry.

He is angry.

He is angry.

He is old.

It is old.

It is new.

new

old

angry
She is walking.
He is walking.
It is running.
They are running.
They are walking.
She is running.
He is walking.
It is running.
She is running.
He is walking.
She is jumping.

She is running.

He is running.

He is jumping.

They are running.

They are jumping.
I am eight.

I am six.

I am one.

I am four.

I am seven.

I am ten.

I am nine.

I am two.

Happy Birthday
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I am sad.
I am angry.
I am hot.
I am cold.
I am happy.

a new red hat
an old pink hat
a little green hat
a big orange hat

new  old  big  little
Draw.

- House
- Octopus
- Scissors
- Lion
- Box
- Beads
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in the car.

in the car.

on the table.

on the table.

Draw the ball

Draw the apple

under the desk.

in the cup.

in the cup.

on the sofa.

under the window.

under the window.

in the sofa.

under the bed.

in the fish.

under the bed.

in the fish.

in the fish.
What is on the table?
An apple. ✓ A cup.

What is in the bed?
A dog. A car.

What is under the desk?
A dog. An apple.

What is under the window?
A car. A panda.

What is on the door?
An umbrella. A cup.

What is on the sofa?
An umbrella. A panda.
We are running.

We are drinking.

We are jumping.

We are walking.

We are running.

We are drinking.
I am playing with a ball.

Color the balls orange.
Color the doll blue.

Color the dogs red.
Color the cat yellow.

I am playing with a cat.
We are playing with a doll.
We are playing with a ball.
I am playing with a ball.
We are playing with a dog.
She is looking at a red balloon.

They are looking at a green sofa.

It is looking at an orange octopus.

He is looking at a blue bed.

They are looking at a yellow umbrella.
Jumping sitting

I am sitting under an umbrella.

We are jumping on a sofa.

I am jumping on a bed.

We are sitting under a table.

We are sitting on an octopus.

I am jumping on a balloon.
What time is it?

It is four o’clock.

It is one o’clock.

It is six o’clock.

It is two o’clock.

It is eight o’clock.

It is ten o’clock.

It is five o’clock.

It is nine o’clock.

It is seven o’clock.
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How many candles?

She is five.

They are two.

He is three.

They are six.

She is nine.

He is one.

They are two.

Are you playing? Yes. Are you walking? Yes.

Are you running? No. Are you drinking? Yes.

Are you walking? No. Are you jumping? Yes.
Are you sad?

Are you happy?

Are you angry?

Are you cold?

Are you green?
r = red
p = pink
b = blue
o = orange
g = green
w = white
1. Color the table blue.
2. Color the fish green.
3. Color the cat orange.
4. Color the apple red.
5. Color the goat orange.
6. Color the monkey yellow.
7. Color the umbrella pink and blue.
8. Color the ball yellow and green.
Which one is little?  The goat. table.

Which one is sad?  The cat. monkey.

Which one is new?  The fish. table.

Which one is angry?  The fish. umbrella.

Which one is happy?  The goat. cat.

Which one is old?  The umbrella. monkey.

Which one is old?  The umbrella. monkey.
The octopus is under the goat.

on the umbrella.

on the table.

in the fish.

under the ball.

on the monkey.
He is hot.
She is happy.
They are happy.
She is little.

It is old.
They are new.
She is sad.
He is new.

They are hot.
It is little.
Activity Books for Children are packed with engaging and creative tasks to help your pupils learn English. All the activities are attractively illustrated and have been carefully designed to practise English grammar and vocabulary, and to develop important reading and writing skills.
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